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The Peace Newsletter
The PNL editors and editorial committee need diverse people
who want to make long and short term content decisions ...
Help us Fridays at 1 PM,

Editorial Committee : Michelle Brisson, Brian Dominick, Bill
Mazza and Joseph Smith,
Production Committee: Kathy Barry, Joy Meeker, Joan
Goldberg, Maxine Polomski, Jurgen Scheer, Susan Merrel
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Syracuse Network for Israeli-
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Marge Rusk, Duane Hardy, Susan Ashley, Chuck Durand, Phil

Boyle, Pat Hoffman, Carl Mellor, Jurgen Scheer, Upasatti,
Kathy Barry, Brian Caufield, Andy Molloy, Fredrick Noyes,

Michelle Brisson,Paul Wilcox, Brian Dominick, Art Lum,
Carolyn, Joe Smith, Karen Veverka, Lynne Woehrle,

Ray Kramer, Barb Floch, Lisa Janicki

Statement of PLIPpOtle
The Syracuse Peace Council (SPC), founded In 1956, Is an

antiwar/social Justice organization . It Is community-based, autono-
mous and funded by the contributions of Its supporters.

SPC ducates. agitates and organizer' for a world where
war, violence and exploitation In any form will no longer mist. it
challenges the existing unjust power mlatlonshlpe among nations.
among people and between oursahees and the environment . As
members, we work to replace Inequality. hierarchy. domination and
powerlessness with mutual respect. personal empowerment, coop-
eration and a sense of community.

Present social Injustices cannot be understood In Isola-
tion from each other nor can they be overcome without recognizing
their economic and mNltarlstk: roots. SPC stresses a strategy that
makes these connections dear. We Initiate and support actMtles
that help build this sense of community and help tear down the walls
of oppression. A fundamental basis for peace and Justice Is an
economic system that places human need above monetary profit.
We establish relationships among people based on cooperation
'rather than competition or the threat of destruction.

Our political values and personal lives shape and reflect
each other. In both se are committed to nonviolent means of conflict
resolution and to a process of decision-making that responds to the
needs of us all.
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In This Issue:
We have a .little revolution thing happen-

ing with lots-o-stuff on the Mexican revolu-
tion after long discussions on whether it was
a revolution or a rebellion and it was decided
that it was a social revolution and not a politi-
cal revolution which is certainly more than a
rebellion so don't believe the press . And we
re-visit cubs, and we check out danger-cows,
and we say "hey!" to tour friends at Plutonium
Free Future, and we do community groups
and the New Leaf, their our friends at the CIA
and our friends at the Syracuse prisons and the
new news on the Jessie Davis murder trial
goin from Syracuse to Utica. Go figure.,.

The Peace Newsletter (PNL) is published
monthly by the Syracuse Peace Council . SRC,
founded in 1936, •is the oldest community-based
peace an dlusticeotganizatien in that United States.

The PNt strives to serve some basic ft nc
tionsas the intemal organ ofSPCand as a forum for
articles which discuss issues of concern to the
peace movement. The opinions expressed in the
PNL reflect the diversity- of opinions within SPC
itself. While we are not able to print every possible
viewpoint, we dowelcome letter and article sub-
missions as well as suggestions and assistance:

The PNL has very reasonable ad rates; call
or write for our rates . Movement groups are free to
reprint articles and graphics, but please give cred-
its . For-profit groups, please inquire.

The' PNL is available on microfilm from
University Microfilms, Inc ., 300 N . Zeeb Rd., Ann
Arbor, MI 48106.

Subscriptions are $12 a year in the U .S.,
$15 in Canada and Mexico and $25 overseas . The
institutional rate is$15 . The PNL is free to prisoners
and low-income people . Your organization, co-op,
etc. can receive 5-25 PNLs each month. Our circu-
lation is 4500.

Contributions to SPC beyond PNL sub-
scriptions support our activist programs . We al-
ways need your support . Peace Newsletter/Syra-
cuse Peace Council, 924 Burnet Ave, Syracuse,
NY 13203.

PNL Distributors
Yvonne, Joy Meeker, Jim Foley, Pat

Hoffman, Elinor Cramer, Chuck Durand, Rich
Zalewski, Chrisian Siebott, Fredric Noyes, Duane
Hardy, Brian Dominick, Will Ravenscroft, Millie
Webb, Deb Douthit

Mailing Party Helpers
Lots and lots of wonderful people

came and stuffed the newsletters and it was
beautiful of course except for the blizzard and
the pizza guy not coming till real late when
everyone had already left and I-was almost late
for the Post Office but I wasn't.
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About the cover : by Sue Peck, for the Matrilineage series.

The Super Subject and the Unnecessary Woman

or

Overcoming the System...Again

My apologies to the author, but I couldn't escape the imagery of
the following passage from Susan Bordo's book, 	 Unbearable Weight:
Feminism. Western Culture. and the Body:

' .My rights--I'm the--father of the child. My wife and I were
joined in matrimony, and there's a bond there which makes me the
father of the children that come out of our family. God--you know, the
way the system's set up, the woman carries the child. And if I could
carry the child, I would But that's not the way the system's set- ow-But
the thing is, that after that child is born, half of that child--part of that
child is me. And I'm part of that child. And I feel like by her having the
right to abort that child is her having the right to destroy a part of me
without me having any say-so. And--she--you know, she wants control of
her body. But what about me? Am I not allowed to have control of my
body? That baby is a part of my body also:' (p. 91)

S. Peck



SYRACUSE PEACE COIJNCfL PAGE
My Head Swims. ..

It ain't visions of sugarplum, but
thanks goes out to all . those large and small
who created history last month by defining
what was news . At some point in my life it was
brought to my attention that history as a disci-
pline is defined by a small group of historical
man-figures . And that seemed significant.

Then it was brought to my attention that
these man-figures fathered further control by
writing their histories from the perspective of
"significant individuals" and "personalities!'
who do the amazing and historical things, and
that we the general throngs merely wander
through life experiencing their fall-out (or
hoping not to experience it), And that seemed
like a good thing to know.

So this led to an understanding that his-
torical periods and figures are actually defined
from the bottom up. That it is the actions of the
throngs that dictate the reactionary responses
of the establishment's powers-that-be-'-cause-
they-got-the-big-guns. And that response is
translated into the history of significant indi-
viduals by the man-figures . And that they
gotta do that to condition us to the existing and

unjust hierarchy so that we feeeeel like throngs
as we pay off ridiculous interest rates on
unnecessary credit-card purchases (Basalt).
'Cause if we realized we have .the power to
alter our immediate environment, and that
those alterations in conjunction with throngs
of other people's alteqttiom could result in a
social revolution, then people might speak up
against the violent and oppressive conditions
we allow ourselves to'live,under.

Anyway this is 'the long way of saying
that I'm tired of the people choosing the news
that's fit to print, `cause only so much news
fits . And I find it hard to believe that nothing
of significance happens outside of the tiny
lives of a few media superstars. Someone will
have to come up with a .pretty good argument
before I will believe that most significant,
ongoing stories in the national press this past
month revolved around : one abusive male's
severed anatomy (and its various trials and
tribulations), one women who used a "ginsu"
set m' seenpng self-defense; and the Poney
euch of them will make; . a women who #kates
good, a man who used to be married ; ;o a
women who skates good, the women who
skates good who the other women, who skates

good hates, and how much money each of
them will make; Michael Jackson and boys,
how much money Michael Jackson makes,
how much money the boy or boys stand to
make; the previous, the pending and the future
superbowls, and how much money they stand
to make; a devastating earthquake, how much
money it will cost or make respectively, and a
lot of snow, in which there must be money to
make, somewhere.

Maybe I'm just uptight tothi* that some
relevant news would have beett mice, but I
could just be information-addicted and never
satisfied.

	

,
If you think twice about what you eat,

think again about what you're fed . Informa-
tion is power.

	

-Bill

SPC Pot-luck Brunch

February 13
Pot-luck: 11 :30am
Discussion: 1pm

next topic: Alternatives for a
Nonviolent Revolution—Part I

—east 04 Barnet. 4734474

AMERICA'S FAVORITE DRUG : COFFEE	 YOUR 11VALTR
by BONNIE EDWARDS, RN

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
by CHRISTOPHER GUNN and HAZEL DAYTON GUNN

THE ART AND SCIENCE OF RILLROARD IMPROVEMENT
by BILLBOARD LIBERATION FRONT & FRIENDS

WAR TAX jtVSISTANCE : A GUIDE TO WITHHOLDING YOUR
SUPPORT FOR THE MILITARY
by THE WAR RESISTERS LEAGUE

DON'T FORGET TO VISIT THE FRONT ROOM AT THE PLOW-
SHARES CRAFTS FAIR DEC . 4TH AND 5TH

Monday—Friday
12noon to 6pm

Sat. 10am to 3pm .

	

.

	

.
SYRACUSE, NY 13203

gallery hours.:

	

(315) 479-8075
Wed 5-8pm, .twd thur - sun 12-4pm

.

	

"BEING PATIENT"

	

.
IN CONJUNCTION WITH . ''

TH E THIRD ANNUAL
MATRILINE AG E

	

CONFERENCE .

	

,. .

922 BURNET AVE

:.. .BEING PATIENT::
WOMEN AND. EALT. .1-1

at ALTERED SPACE
Where ART shd COMMUNITY,

COME TOGETHER

OPENING
RECEPTION

FRIDAY
FEBRUARY 11

. . . 5-8PM
Show dates : Fri Feb 11 thru Sat Mar 5
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W E SUPPORT the actions of the Zapata
Army of National Liberation (EZLN)

against their continuing oppression by the
Mexican government and the international
economic community: We see their action as
the result of centiaries of resistance to the
genocidal policieseonducted against the in-
digenous populations living within the mod-
ern borders oof Mexico. The fire of revolt was
finally sparked by implementation of the North
American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA)
which promises to destroy any remains of
cultural self-deteniination. NAFTA made it
impossible-for the Indigenous Chiapa people
tdretain economic independence through ag -
troupe,-pcpmtsing. to force the majority of.
their population Into urban factories.

Asnonviolent activists werecognize the
complexity of supporting violent uprisings.
As Northern activjss (ofj,"first world") we
do not with to impose our cultural values on

' the EZLN or infringe upon their tight to
choose their method of resistance . We realize
that our perspective on nonviolence is formed
from Northem perceptions . Although we may
snake a personal choice to incorporate non-
violence in our resistance efforts, either as
lifestyle or`tactic, we refuse to impose these
choices on the EZLN . We support their right
to self-determination, as we see their act as
one of self-defense rather than one of outright
aggression. This does not mean we can not or
will not remain critical of particular develop-
ments in the course of events.

We always need to consider the abuses
of human rights by either side of a conflict,
such as whether or not steps were taken to try
to`prevent "unnecessary" endangerment of
individuals. Such abuses would include, for
example, directly involving"non-combatants"
as,the result of revolutionary action. This
condition was met by the EZLN by attempt-
ingto leave the urban areas they had occupied
(withotitcasualty) and move the fighting away
from concentrated populations. The EZLN
expressed this goal to the Mexican army in a
statement previous to the revolt.

We feel the EZLN saw themselves with
no alternative to these actions. The indig-
enous population's "democratic" (read : elec-
toral) efforts not only failed to protect their
rights but, in combination with the efforts of
the rest of the voting population of Mexico,
had resulted only in even further loss of rights.
Thek.Chiipan people could no longer seek

change through the traditional politics of vot-
ing because such participation represents
legitimization of *hat they see as the illegiti-
mate government of an illegitimate country:
Mexico.

But political conditions here are differ-
ent . Our political climate makes it difficult, if
not impossible, to expect it violent, social
revolution to gain popularsupport; even if this
path was something we found desirable. The
American peoplec ' in conditioned apathy,
choose to turn their backs one'er worsening
U.S. acts of violence and oppression would be
resistant at best to accepting the necessity of
rebellion as a means to change in their "de-
mocracy." The above statement, of course,
excludes those people who fill roles of estab-
lished authority, or tho cothers engaged in the
day to day survival of poverty. We consider
neither of these conditions apathetic or
complietyt

Again, we refrain from imposing these
culturally-driven perspectives on the EZLN,
which has taken those actions which it saw is
necessary against the violence of authority.
Actions which carefully. drew attention net
only to their personal struggle within the bor-
ders of Chiapa and Mexico, but to the eco-
nomic manipulation by far larger and more
deadly institutions of power.

While we continue to watch the concrete
effects of the EZLN revolt, we also respect the
symbolic power of their actions. In the clarity
of their political and cultural position ; in their

I

I
0 Enclosed $12 for one Year
0 $ additional donation
0 Please contact me

i about getting involved!
0 New Subscription

LO Renewal

use of toy weapons and children to increase
their "numbers" (although certainly not their
firepower) against impossible odds; in 'their
destruction of govemtiuent documents in clear
view of the public ; and in their availability td
the press; the FIT.N made a clear appeal 46 air
international community . Therefore, the sit=
nificance of their action is not merely confined
by borders, but is also directed to all those
affected by the violence of mufti-national
tal and in particular, those people impacted by
NAFTA.

Thereby, the EZLN recognized their po-
sition within a global political climate as Well
as the severity of their localized desperation:
They have demonstrated that resistance needs
to be organized and executed against interns-
done capital as well as against the authority of
individual nation-states. By their example we
can no longer continue to ignore the border
less mobility of corporate motives by strug-
gling for justice within national borders.

Only by placing our localized' struggles
within the context of world-wide resistance
can we overcome trans-national capital's domi-
nation of us, thereby breaking the shackles of
our economic jailers who continue to _reap
profit from our common bondage.

Ideas for this edltoitt were dsCuss'eal at
an SPC Brunch on Sunday. January 16. Join
us each month fora pot-luck and cliscusslon
to help us get our heads straight. The
edtorlal was written by Joe, Brian and BE
with a heap-o-heip from our Mends.

Please, I want the newsletter sent to my home:
Name :

Address :

City:	 State	 Z! "p
Phone ( -)



j~rcito Zapatita de LiberaclOn Nacional
ndigenous Mexicans' Armed Resistance

pen Olmsted and
,edrick Noyes

HE ZAPATA ARMY of National Lib-
eration (EZLN) chose January 1, 1994

rebel against the despotic Mexican govern-
etn and its genocidal domestic policies . The
MN opted to make the North American Free
ade Agreement (NAFTA) which went into
rect only hours before, the starting flag for
sir revolutionary attempt. In the first few
ys of the new year, EZLN gained control of
ven towns and one city in the Chiapa region
southern Mexico.

In the municipalities they seized, the
IN freed political prisoners, opened stores
r supplies, encouraged civilian looting, and
umed public land records. Civilian and tour-
safety was not threatened as they were

lowed to move freely.
The language of the international corpo-

te controlled media and political theorists
s consistently referred to the Zapata's ac-
on as a violent rebellion. Revolution is rebel-
on become conscious of its aims . Revolution
social when it strives for a fundamental
ange. The F71 .N call for agrarian and eco-
omicredistribution. This is a call for a social
volution, not a political revolution.

The social revolution requires the whole
society gaining consciousness of their de-
'e and right of liberty. The economic and
litical conditions of a country are the fire

under the social revolution. The worse the
oppression, the greater the dissatisfaction of
the people and, consequently, the stronger the
flame. This pressure from above causes a
social revolution to hatch early taking the fonn
of armed resistance aginst the oppressive rul-
ers. The media's use of the words rebellion
and violence are belligerent linguistic tactics
used to separate an indigenous revolt from the
support of socially conscious elements of so-
ciety.

President Salinas's
Response

Between twelve
and fifteen thousand
federal troops marched
into Chiapas to reclaim
the municipalities . The F7T.N retreated into
the mountains, where they had asked the fed-
eral army to confront them (to insure civilian
safety). In the retreat nearly 400 people were
killed.

The Mexican federal army carried out
summary executions after reclaiming towns.
A boy of 15 was found dead with his hands tied
behind his back and his toy wooden gun lying
beside him . For days the Military used army
planes and helicopters to bomb the hillsides
where the F7 .N retreated. Anyone in those
hillsides was bombed with the Zapata revolu-
tionaries including civilians, tourists and the
press.

President Salinas waited until January
4th to. make an official response. His original
response blamed the "violent" uprising on

everyone from the Catholic Church and hu-
man rights organizations to the Guatemalan
refugees, who are in refugee camps in Chippas
awaiting return to Guatemala . Since his origi-
nal statement Salinas has focused on the
"rebel ' s" surrender and amnesty with the con-
dition that leaders names be turned over to
government.

EZLN Statement and Emillano Zapata
On the day of the uprising, the Zapata

Army of National
Liberation (EZLN)
put out a two page
statement from the
Lacandon jungle ex-
plaining the revolu-
tionary attempt. The

statement explains the oppression the indig-
enous Mexicans have been subjected to for the
past 500 years and asserts their effort as "the
only path" to divert the people from "hunger
due to the insatiable ambition of a 70 year
dictatorship ." International organizations are
asked to monitor battles to ensure that civilian
populations are protected. The statement asks
other Mexicans to join the struggle for work,
land, housing, food, health care, education,
independence, freedom, democracy, justice,
and peace. (See page seven for full text .)

The Zapata Army of National Liberation
(EZLN) took its name from one of the two
great leaders of the Mexican Revolution of
1910-1917, Emiliano Zapata. Zapata, born a
peasant, initiated his resistance in 1908 against
the big land owners in central Mexico. When
the bourgeois revolution succeeded in 1910,
Zapata continued the struggle for the poor.
With an armed force, made up primarily of
indigenous people, Zapata moved through the .
southern region reclaiming land from the rich.
Zapata's efforts continued until his political
execution in 1919.

NAFTA and the U.S . Connection to the
Uprising

The North American Free Trade Agree-
ment was one of many reason for the uprising.
NAFTA revoked collective ownership of land
(article 27 of the Mexican constitution). With
out the legal right to collectively farm, indig-
enous farmers have no chance to compete with

Descendent Conquest cont'd on
et,

We need to be clear that the
US has already intervened
militarily by heavily arming
the Mexican military



The following is the full text of the
declaration from the Lacandon
jungle by the Zapatista Army of

National Uberation:

TO THE PEOPLE OF MEXICO:
Mexican Brothers and Sisters:

Today we Say Enough is Enough
The Declaration of the Zapatista Army .of National Liberation

To prevent the continuation of the above tion and permitting the people in the liberated
and as our last hope, after having tried to area the right to freely and democratically
utilize all legal means based on our Constitu- elect their own administrative authorities.
lion, we go to our Constitution, to apply Av. .

	

Second: Respect the lives of our prison-
ticle 39 which says:

'National Sovereignty essentially and
originally resides in a people.. All politi-
cal power emanates from the people and
its purpose is to help the people . The
people have, at all *ribs, the inalienable
right to alter or modIf their form of gov-
ernment .

ers and turn over all wounded to the Interna-
tional Red Cross.

Third : Initiate summ#ry judgements
against all soldiers of the Mexican federal
army and the political police that have, re-
ceived training or have been paid by foreign-
ers, ' accused of being traitors to our country,
and against all those that have repressed and
treated badly the civil population and robbed
or stolen from or attempted crimes against the
good of the people.

Fourth: Form new troops with all those
Mexicans that show their interest in joining
our struggle, including those that, being en-
emy soldiers, turn themselves in without hav -
ing fought against us, and promise to take
orders from the General Command of the
Zapatista Army of 'National Liberation.

Fifth: We ask for the unconditional sur-
render of the enemy ' s headquarters before we
begin any combat to avoid any loss of lives.

Sixth : Suspend the robbery of our natural
resources in the areas controlled by the EZLN.

To the People of Mexico : We, the men
and women, full and free, are conscious that
the war that we have declared is our last resort,
but also a just one. The dictators are applying
an undeclared genocidal war against our people
for many years. Therefore we ask for your
participation, your decision to support this
plan that struggles for work, land, housing,
food, health care, education, independence,
freedom, democracy, justice and peace . We
declare that we will not stop fighting until the
basic demands of our people have been met by
forming a government of our country that is
free and democratic.

Join the Insurgent Forces of the Zapatista
Army of National Liberation .

bGeneral Command of the ELLN, .,:1993 d

VI/ E ARE A PRODUCT of 500 years of
struggle : first against slavery, then

during theWar of Independence against Spain
led by insurgents, then to avoid being ab-
sorbed by North American imperialism, then

	

. Therefore, according to our constitution,
to promulgate our constitution and expel the
French empire from our soil, and later the
dictatorship of Porfirio Diaz denied us the just
application of the Reform laws and the people
rebelled and leaders like Villa and Zapata
emerged, poor men just like us . We have been
denied the most elemental preparation so they
can use us as cannon fodder and pillage the
wealth of our country. They don 't care that we
have nothing, absolutely nothing, not even a
roof over our heads, no land, no work, no
health care, no food noreducation. Nor are we
able to freely and demo-
cratically elect our politi-
cal representatives, nor is

	

National Sovereignty
there independence from essentially and originally
foreigners, nor is there

	

resides in the people.peace nor justice for our-
selves and our children.

But today, we say enough is enough . We
are the inheritors of the true builders of our
nation. The dispossessed, we are millions and
we thereby call upon our brothers and sisters
to join this struggle as the only path, so that we
will not die of hunger due to the insatiable
ambition of a 70 year dictatorship led by a
clique of traitors that represent the most con-
servative and sell-out groups, They are the
same ones that opposed Hidalgo and Morelos,
the same ones that betrayed Vicente Guerrero,
the same ones that sold half our country to the
foreign invader, the same ones that imported a
European prince to rule our country, the same
ones that formed the "scientific" Porfirsta
dictatorship, the same ones that opposed the
Petroleum Expropriation, the same ones that
massacred the railroad workers in 1958 and
the students in 1968, the same ones the today
take everything from us, absolutely every-
thing.

we declare the following to the Mexican fed-
eral army, {the pillarbf the Mexican dictator-
ship that we suffer from, monopolized by a
one-party system and fed by Carlos Salinas de
Gortari, the maximum and illegitimate federal
executive that today hold* power.

According to this Declaration of War, we
ask that other powers of the Nation advocate to
restore the legitimacy and the stability of the
Nation by overthrowing the dictator.

We also ask that international organiza-
tions and the International Red Cross watch
over and regulate our battles, so that our ef-

forts are carried out
while still protecting our
civf lithe population. We
declare now and always
that we are subject to
the Geneva Accord,

forming the EZLN as our fighting arm of our
liberation struggle . We have the Mexican
people on our side, we have the beloved tri-
colored flag highly respected by our insurgent
fighters. We use black and red in our uniform
asour symbol of our working peopleon strike.
Our flag carries thefollowitlg letters, "EZLN,"
Zapatista Army of National Liberation, and
we always carry our flag into combat.

Beforehand, we refuse any effort to dis-
grace our just cause by accusing us of being
drug traffickers, drug guerrillas, thieves, or
other names that might by used by our en-
emies. Our struggle follows the constitution
which is held high by its call for justice and
equality.

Therefore, according to this declaration
of war; we give our military forces, the EZLN ;
the following orders:

First : Advance to the capital of the coun-
try, overcoming the Mexican federal army, .
protecting in our advance the civilian popula-



con cuba: how it feels . ..
elan levy

two days after returning to syracuse, having
been to cuba for two weeks, i went to the wake
of a colleague from o.c .c., john richardson, 40,
shot by a younger man when john answered
the door . john was not the intended victim.
when i first heard of his murder, and then saw
him in the open casket some tears rolled down,
but i wasn't feeling the death deeply . i asked
myself i,why? i realized i was more angry than
sad . i am angry because i KNOW that if john
had lived in cuba he would still be smiling and
hugging and greeting us in front of the elevator
in the lobby like he's been doing for more than
a decade at o .c .c.
one more precious life cut short.

then a friend, who also had just returned from
cuba, early in january, reported that the mo-
ment he stepped off the plane he was told his
son, 20, had been stabbed and was in intensive
care in critical condition. his response was:
"members of the u.s. delegations worry about
having their pocketbooks grabbed when they
visit havana, but this stuff never happens.
back again to babylon . the belly of the mon-
ster ."

what a waste of lives . for what? why?
i don't know, (i'm not quite that arrogant), the
total answer, but i am sure that i know some of
the answer.

what is ultimately DANGEROUS about cuba,
is, amigas mias, cuba is the most rationally
organized society i have ever seen . what
makes the difference? decisions are not based
on the so-called "bottom line ." decisions are
NOT based on profit . decisions ARE based on
the needs of almost 11 million cuban people;
when we speak of eating an egg, we're not
speaking of one egg, we're speaking of 11
million eggs . it's really quite simple, and i
know some of you will add, simplistic . i'll say
this again and again, (the cubans always say:
don't lie about us, tell the whole reality, our
faults as well as our strengths), of course, cuba
is not perfect, lots of blemishes, and more than
blemishes now are the shortages.

in the last few years, the people of cuba have
experienced a most difficult economic period.
they call this the "special period ."
the government has maintained the benefits of
a socialist economy : healthcare is free and
readily available to everyone ; education is
free, including all levels of higher education;
students are provided books, housing, and
meals when studying away from home, in-
cluding thousands of students from other third

world countries ; rent cannot exceed ten per-
cent of one's wages ; daycare is available for
all who need it, etc . at the same time, cuba is
faced with a double blockade . first, the
thirtysomething year u.s.economic blockade,
which was tightened with the passage of the
toricelli bill in fall 1992. second, the collapse
of the socialist bloc in 1989, which had been
cuba's primary trading partners.

cuba had traded its sugar for the soviet union's
oil . since the dissolution of the soviet union
there has been a severe shortage of oil which
effects every aspect of cuban life. electricity
is cut off daily at scheduled blackout times,
different for each neighborhood, because gen-
erators require fuel (of course, the hospitals
are not effected) . there are very few street
lights for the same reason (also there's not the
fear of being physically harmed walking the
pitch black streets) . the bus schedules in
havana have been cut by two-thirds, creating
long lines at every busstop . bicycles are the
mode of transportation. even tourists, a major
foreign exchange vehicle for cuba, aren't driven
to as many areas or as far as previously to save
fuel . nonetheless, the price of gas at the gas
pump has not gone up. price is not based on
supply and demand. gas is rationed. those

who need gas, like doctors who have to get to
the hospital, have a ration card . it is based on
need. i am SURE that it does not work
perfectly, that people find their ways, i know
that cubans are human beings too.

Growing food for the workers of the Marble Factory . Isle of Youth . December '93 .

even with cigarette packs, everyone's favorite
hatred here in the u .s ., the first pack of your
ration is less than two pesos, then you can buy
a few more packs for about eight pesos, after
that you're on your own.

here's another example that grates against our
first world teachings of "the rights of private
property ." if your car is flagged down to give
someone a ride to the hospital or for whatever
urgency, and you don't stop, you have com-
mitted a criminal offense if you don't stop to

help.

at bus stops, people in yellow uniforms,
amarillos, stop vehicles with room for passen-
gers, to help alleviate the long lines.

in the tourist areas, young people gather around
you to ask you for a caramello (candy) or a pen
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. . .coming back home to the united states
or at times, dolares . a cuban may ask
stop, especially if they see you're

)thered, but the attitude with which
tt the young askers indicates under-
more than annoyance . while I'm

)g this i realize its because there are
es available in the cuban stores . one
)mplaints of the federation of cuban
our hosts in cuba), often heard from
)others, is if cuba is a major sugar
r, why can't they provide caramelos
children?

w the question is one of priorities ; how
the few dollars the cuban government
vdered milk for all children seven and
is a priority, and most still continues
sported. medicines, like azt (distrib-
e), for persons with aids, has to be
d from a third party source, because of
Diockade . antibiotics for children and
ave to be imported . medical machin-
tera and so forth . people complain,
agree, but despite criticisms, people
their revolution.

ou ask, how are things going, the
is always : times are hard . i don't know
g the people can bear this. at the same
e person you're talking to re-
ommitted to the revolution.

n cuba this december with a
's delegation led by margaret
author of women in cuba, who
cuba from 1969 to 1980, and

ive years ago came out as a
several gay and lesbian cubans

h our delegation. in every case,
ase, they would tell us of a life
was both known yet unspoken.
ed with their partner, their neigh-
Lew, but no one spoke of it . the
/as true at their workplace. in
Ls years they would not be cho-
represent cuba at international
nces. though unspoken, it was
d it was because they were les-
very person spoke of the present
a time of opening in the society's
towards gays and lesbians. the

)pular film in cuba today isfresas
date, about homosexuality, and
of the attitudes towards homo-

el fin de ano, 31st of december, is a major
family holiday, celebrated with a special
family dinner. special rations were avail-
able to all cubans, which included a
chicken for every four family members,
sweets, rum, bread, grapefruit. on the isle
of youth the ration for the family feast
included 32 specialties . magaly, who i

. stayed with on the isle of youth, speaking
-

	

ti —'

	

of the special rations said, "that's so people
can have renewed hope for the new year.
in your country some people have much

_

	

more, but some people have nothing.
here at least everyone has the same ."

'r T

	

elena is a Syracuse activist who has

sexuality in cuba.
castro has spoken out
against homophobia.
one of the people who
spoke to us has been a
member of the cuban
communist party for
more than a decade.
when asked, he said he
was not "out". yet the
work he does in his
city is openly con-
nected to the gay com-
munity, and is sup-
ported by the larger community.

One of the solutions to the oil shortage . Santa Clara, Cuba . December '93.

at all levels are now direct and by secret ballot.
when people speak to you on the streets they

each person before leaving us said : but that's

	

feel quite free to complain and criticize. as a
not my main concern, (referring to gay rights) .

	

visitor to cuba, you are free to go anywhere,
right now, what is most important is ending speak to anyone . the special period is seen
the blockade . our struggle today is to maintain both as a time of particular hardship and a time
our revolution. that's what we have to focus of new found creativity and openness, neces-

sary to achieve a self-reliant economy and
self-sustaining people.

on.

the openings in democratic and personal rights
is happening. santeria, the most practiced
religion in cuba, is an integration of african
and christian beliefs . openly practiced, santeria
permeates the culture . on the 24th of december,
the church across the street was full . elections

_

	

_ ' l •J recently returned from cuba.

	 '"..,_

	

It

as i wrote in august, of '93, food grows every-
where . every workplace has gardens and even
farms which supply the workers with nutri-
tious lunches, (i was privy to one on my last
day, when i happened to be in a marble factory

at lunchtime), and at times even surplus
to take home to their families . workers,
students, children in daycare, elders, per-
sons in hospitals eat a nutritious lunch,
even taxidrivers have an assigned hotel to
eat lunch.

Turn of the century graphic:
Tasty food. Uncle Sam consuming Cuba .



notorious for its inherentcruelty, with a steady
numberof male calves' while the female calves
follow their mother' s footsteps through the
trials of milk production all the way to the
slaughter house where the Dairy industry
dumps it "unproductive" cows.

S PEOPLE BECOME mote aware of

	

Though there' are many vegetarians and
the connection between diet andhealth, other people concerned about their health, few

vegetarianism has become increasingly popu- believe the above arguments concerning milk
ler over the past few years. Yet many vegetar production are enough to get them to adopt a
inns still justify their consumption of dairy vegan diet (a diet free from all animal prod-
products on the grounds that milk is necessary ucts), and take that final step. Today there is a
for physical well being and that milk produc- new reason to give upmilk consumption . lithe
tion is of no harm to cows whatsoever .

	

above arguments aren't strong enough to get
Naturally speaking, fresh, unprocessed you off milk, maybe the following facts will

milk has an incredibly high fat content. Why? be.
Because milk, in essence, is food for the On November 5, 1993, the United States
newborn calf, not for the human. Milk is Food and Drug Administration (FDA) ap-
designed to give the newborn calf the nutri- proved the comirtercial sale and use of syn -
tional requirements it needs to gain weight theticBovineGrowthHormone(rBGH) .What
quickly . Additionally, milk's high calcium does this mean for you? It means that meat,
content satisfies the calf's bodily demands for milk, and other dairy products tainted with
building a skeleton withenough bone mass to rBGH will be in stores, restaurants, and school
support the enormous amount of weight the cafeterias nationwide startingFebruary3;1993.
cane will put on as it grows.

	

And if this wasn't scary enough, the FDA
Quite unnaturally, human beings are the stated in its approval of the drug that it will not

only mammals that drink the milk of another require labels to appear on milk, dairy prod-
species and the only animal that drinks milk ucts, or meat treated with the synthetic BGH.
after infancy . This prolonged and unnatural Thus, consumers will have no idea of how to
consumption of a food stuff designed for the differentiate between products with or with-,
developing body of the calf results in such out the synthetic hormone.
conditions as osteoporosis (the loss of bone BGH presents no benefits at all to those
mass from too much calcium), kidney stones ; consuming it . Rather, those destined to reap
lactose intolerance, breast cancer, heart dis- the rewards of rBGH are the multi-national
ease, breast development in males and the pharmaceutical companies like Monsanto,
decrease in the age children reach puberty Upjohn, American Cyanamid,. Eli Lily and
(both due to the pies-

	

Agri-business corpora
once of estrogen in Quite unnaturally, human

	

Lions researching these
tttilk) .

	

'
.

	

so called "break-
As far as milk's beings are the only mammals throughs" of modem

record in terms 'of that drink the milk of another science. Thentroduc-
animal abuse is con species and the only animal

	

tioit fsyntheticagents
celled, cows raised that drinks milk after infancy .

	

mto our nation's food
for milk , . 'production

	

supply calls into ques-
,ate repeatedly artifi

	

tion therole of the FDA
lyinsemnated and kept continuously preg- in determiriing health risks for cc isomers . Dr.

neat. Ths continuous demand on their bodies Richard Burroughs, staff vefetittartun' and se-
,

tikes its toll,, drastically reducing the animals' nior scientist of the FDA, was fired itt Novem
ber of 1989 after raising some questions con-
cerning the4nealth risks of rBGH. According
to the FDA, he was fired for "slowing down
the process of approval ." Dr . Burroughs re-
ported that the FDA did not assign reviewers
with the expertise needed to evaluate the data

and that adequate
human health
studies on the ef-
fects of rBGH had
not yetbeen con-
ducted. He also're-
ported that cattle
treated withrBGH
have higher than
normal levels of
reproductive problems and increased udder
inflamations and infections . By suppressing
this vital information, the FDA is in violation
of its own internal policies by assisting Indus-
tries to reap profits from genetic engineering.

Good Business?
One may wonder whether the injection of

rBGH into cows will be a 'sound financial
move for our nations farmers : The truth of the
matter is that the over production of milk
resulting from rBGH injections is estimated to
force up to 30% of america's small dairy
farmers out of business just 36 Months after
rBGH is introduced . In fact, there is already a
surplus of milk, cheese, and other dairy prod-
ucts that tax payers spend billions of dollars
annually to absorb the excess. Hence, the
introduction of rBGH will make ' a bad situa-
tion worse.

Cattle, start your engines!
Toted as "crack for cows," rBGH super-

charges a cow's bodily functions forcing the
animal to produce more milk while simulta-
neously stimulating the increase of other bodily
processes not involved in milk production.
The accelerated bodily processes result in the
mass release of hormones into the animal's
blood stream. Studies on milk produced from
cows injected with rBGH show homonal lev
els of sometimes 1,00(1 times greater than the
amount of hormones found in milk produced
under "normal" conditions . One hormone
which was found in significantly higher levels
in blood is IGF-I a hormone that appears to be
identical in cattle and in humans . Elevated
levels of IGF-I in humans can cause
acromegaly, a disease which causes enlarge-
ment of the hands, feet, nose and chin, as well
as glucose intolerance and hypertension.

Growth Hormone cont'd on page
21

fife spans . By this (continual pregnancy), ad-
Vatic effects on the animals' immune systems
squiring mote' antibiotics to keep the animals
ealthy in their crowded conditions . The

uous number of offspring from dairy
cows supplies the veal industry ; an industry



Kazuaki Tanahashi

Toward a Post-Cold War Mission
"Plutonium Free Future" Renews Its Call for a Plutonium Free World

from the cold war, which divided humanity, ing radioactive materials throughout natural
systems.

The United States is the most advanced in
the technology of wind and solar energy pro-
duction . We want the US to keep the lead and
win the international competition for a new
energy breakthrough--the"wannrevolution ."
Leadership in their enterpnse will bring growth
m industry, exports, and jobs. As members of
Plutonium Free Future, a group of US and

	 Japanese citizens,wealso
want Japan and other na-
tions to win this competi-
tion. This is a kind of
competition in whichev-
eryone can win.

fostered hatred, and threatened us with the
danger of global annihilation.

The "warm revolution" is a shift of social
consciousness and action that moves human-
ity away from the destruction of the environ-
ment and society . It could include an intensive
international competition for large-scale de-
velopment of natural and life-affirmring en-
ergy production, as well as for the conserva-
tion of energy.

Plutonium Free
Future and Rainbow
Serpent International
made a joint proposal
called "The Rachel
Carson National
Project" to Secretary of Energy Hazel O'Leary
when our representative Claire Greensfelder
met with her on July 27 : This is a proposal for
an intensive effort to achieve a surge of wind
and solar energy production. We suggest that
the project be completed within a period of
three years, the same amount of time that the
Manhattan Project took to achieve its goal of
developing atomic bombs.

Named after the American biologist who
pioneered the world's ecology movement, The
Rachel Carson National Project can be a driv-
ing force for production of energy that nur-
tures people and protects the environment.
This is an energy project that will help all life
to flourish rather than spreading cancer-caus-

The "warm revolution" is a
shift of social conscious-

ness and action

O N BEHALF OF "PLUTONIUM Free
Future," a group based in Berkeley,

California, Iwould like to thank the Syracuse
Peace Council and AlteredSpacefor co-host-
ing the exhibition "Awakening in the Pluto-
niumAge at Altered Space in Syracuse, April
16-May 16, 1993, and for organizing a work-
shop with me, titled "Art, Crisis and Vision "
held on April 18.

Our group is currently asking organiza
tions, cities and nations to pass a resolution for
a plutonium free world. It calls for a world free
from the military andcivilian use of plutonium
and an international ban on plutonium produc-
tion. If you are interested inhelping spread this
resolution, please contact: Plutonium Free
Future, 2918 Shoptalk Ave., Berkeley, CA
94704 . Phone: 510-540-7645.

As an extension of theexhibition, "Awak-
ening in the Plutonium Age," I would like to
share with you some of the recent communal
thinking I have helped develop. The following
are the comments accompanying oral testi-
mony presented to the Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory, September 22,1993, be-
fore representatives of the U.S . Department of
Energy at a public hearing onreconfiguration
of the , nuclear weapons complex.

IMAGINE A TIME when there is no
more plutonium at the Lawrence
Livermore National Lab or at any other
national labs in the United States. That
means there is no further development of
nuclear weapons in this country . Apluto-
nium free world needs a plutonium free
America. We urge you to direct the tre-
mendous knowledge, ingenuity and re-
sources of the U .S . Department of Energy
to the goal of bringing peace to the world
and establishing peace with the environ-
ment.

Human society may have reached a
moment when the cold war has ended and
a "warm revolution" is beginning . Ex-
cuse me for using this unfamiliar term . It
refers to something dramatically different

DOE took the
major role in research and development of
nuclear weapons and nuclear energy . This role
of DOE was inseparable from the defense;
foreign, and energy policies of the United
States during the cold war era . Now that the
cold war is over, there is no justification for
further development of nuclear weapons. Now
that we are all aware that there is truly no safe
means of storing nuclear waste, further devel-
opment of nuclear energy ought to be halted. .

DOE's current proposal for
"reconfiguration of national labs" seems to be
aimed at improving old facilities for research
and development of nuclear weapons . This is
not acceptable . We should not develop any
more weapons of massive destruction . Re-
search on nuclear weapons should concen-

trate on the safe dismantling of existing
warheads and management of radioac-
tive materials taken from than. We
believe that "reconfiguration" of na-
tional labs is unnecessary for this lim-
ited purpose.

This is the moment for you, member
of DOE, to re-examine your mission.
Please exert your wisdom and 'ask a
fundamental question: What is the best
way for you to serve the American
people and at the same time benefit the
rest of the world? Let us remind you
that your work to meet fundamental
energy needs in a way that enriches
humanity and is non-violent to nature
will affect nor only Americans in their
generation, but the whole world for
many generations to come.

	

0

Awakening in the Plutonium Age :
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COOPERATIVE
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We are happy to announce that a newly
formed artist craft collective has chosen to
setup shop in a storefront of Earthbound
Cooperative Community . The collective will
be comprised of members from the Central
and Southern Tier of New York — including
citizens from'I'he OnondaiaNation Thestore-
front will operate as a cooperative effort Iv the

and crafters to sell their works.
rive enterprises such as thii one are truly in the
spirit of the Earthboundproject. Anyone inter-
ested in this artist/craft collective should con-
tact Margaret Williams at (315)422-4210.

As part of our continuing support of Syra-
cuse Community Radio, Earthbound will be
making part of its space ivailable fora fund
ntiser/dance party on February 25, 1994 . Some
of you may remember the "Peace Groove"
fund raisers/dance parties held at Earthbound.
Syracuse Community Radio expects to up
hold the tradition of "fun" associated with
these fund . raisers . For more information on
Syracuse Community Radio call Frederic
Noyes at (315)437-9579.

In the past we have given a figure of
$36,000 for 675 square feet as a "price" to join
us as a co-housing member . It should be noted
that this figure is not an absolute, For those
families who need more space, there are other
designs that can be carved out to make more
room available . Furthermore, the cost is some-
thing that can also be flexible . Ifyou have an
interest in the Earthbound project, please do
not let the lack of funds stop you from contact-
ing us . Earthbound is not about profits, it is
about housing and cooperation . Though there
are costs and expenses that must be consid-
ered, when the constraints of profit making are
removed from the formula, there is consi-
derable room for flexibility. If you would like
more information about being a co-housing
member of Earthbound, please call us at
(315)422-4201.

James Shattell & Margaret Wllllarns

fia

Youth For Environmental (ES!) is
a diverse team of young people with a com-
mon vision . They want to help America's
youth feel a sense of meaning and Purpose in
their lives. They want a positive future and a
supportive world in which to liye . They want
healthy people and a healthy environment.

The' YES! Tour 'travels North Alperila
giving informed and etithusiastie presenta-
tions to school assemblies and lead*
powering workshops . In their first three years,
they have reached more that 375,000
studentswith their call to action for a better
environment . YES! is a nonprofit organiza-
tion based out of Santa CFUZ, California. It is
run by youth between the ages of I7L25. They
are young people with a mission,-
reached an estimated 80millionpiioplethrbugh
local and national television, radio and press
coverage. They also lead summer training
camps, publish organizing manuals and pro-
duce a newsletter for their members and for
schools they have visited. And now, YES! is
coming to Syracuse!

People For Animal Rights and the lOcal
Siena Club have joined forces to bring this
marvelous group to speak to our area youth.
During the week of March 14-18, YES! will be
in the Syracuse area delivering their powerful
message to High School and Jr. High School
students . The YES! Tow will be presenting
two assemblies at Liverpool High.School and
one at Sodus Intermediate School . At this
writing, there is still room on their schedule. If
youor anyone youknow is interested.in bring-
ing the YES! Tour to their school, please
contact either Linda or myself at the number's
below. Don't let your school miss this oppor-
tunity. YES! may not be in the Central New
York area again for quite some time.

The YES! Tour has also agreed to make a
special evening presentation. For those who
would like to see this empowering group of
young people in action, they will be making
their presentation to the general public on
Tuesday night, March 15, at the May Memo-
rial Unitarian Society located at 3800 East
Genesee Street. The time is 7:30 PM and
admission is $3 .00 for adults and $2.00 for
students. This is a MUST SEE presentation for
anyone, age 12 to 112, who cares about the
future of this tiny planet we call "home"! For
more'information, please contact either PAR
at 488-PURR (9 :00AM-6:00PM) of Vildd
Limners at 488-6269 (6PM to 10:00PM).
Odd Lammers

Syracuse radio listeners desperately
need an alternative to therigidly programmed .
music stations currently in the area, as well as
an information source that presents local and
regional events and public affairs. There is
also, .the lack of a reliable (i.e. non-commer-
cial) news service that provides ` critical analy-
'ids of national and international issues : 'We

centime to lament this situation is
seen the radio dial, or we can look for altertfi-
fives .

Syracuse Community Radio (SCR) and
Pacifica News Service are coming to the Salt
City . These two broadcast efforts will help fill
the vacuum on the airwaves of Central NY for
those of us who are not content to listen to top,
40 from some by-gone era andnews frOin Big
Brother. We would like to serve the purposes,
that the so-called public stations were origi-

- nally created for and have largely failed at: to
be a voice for the public. Not a voice for
corporate and government interests, but for
people . This is revolutionary only because it is
not currently being done by anyone else.

SCR was very pleased to work in con-
junction with the Peoples Music Network to
bring Pete Seeger to Syracuse to perform with
the Syracuse Community Choir at the Land-
mark Theater on January 28. It was the first of
many performances that we want to bring to
Central New York in the coming years. We
have a rather ambitious wish list of performers
and speakers that we hope to see in the Salt
City .

It appears that WSCR may get on the air
much earlier than we had hoped. Silted the
FCC allows low power transmissions without
a broadcast license on AM, we are considering
the use of several transmitters to broadcast in
various areas of the city to give folks a taste of
what community radio will be like when we
reach our full potential . As some might re-
member, several of our founders produced
weekly programs that were broadcast in the
Westcott area during the Radiovision project
of 1991-92. It was very memorable to see cars
parked in the area with avid listeners inside
tuning us in and getting a little dose of radical
radio. So any aspiring broadcasters should
scribble their ideas down and get in touch with
us. And of course we would be happy to hear
of any other pirate stations taking to the air-
waves. Dust off those radios, folks!

We are also nearing an agreement for a
space for our production studio and offices.

Hope to be able to report on all that for next
month.

In the meantime, check out our general
meeting on the 17 at Dewitt Community Li-
brary (in Shoppingtown) and our groove . Yes,
that's right—back by popular demand, a gath-
ering and dance party that will live up to the
reputation on February 25 at 916 N . Salina SL
8PM `till it ends . Contact : SCR, PO Box 207,
Jamesville, NY 13078.
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New Pricing Structure at the Coop
Sue Warford

Eve
ry

one is welcome!
Ste Watford

Everyone is welcome to shop at the
Syracuse Real Food Cooperative. You need
not be a member, but we encourage you
to . take advantage of one of our
membershipplans and receive a discount
at the cash register every time you shop!
It's simple to join—come in and speak
with our staff and we'll sign you up.
To become a member

+regular membership costs$10 per year.
We ask that you make a one timecapital
contribution to the coop; whichcanbe
returned toyou when you leave-$10
per $10,000 of household income;

*student membership costs $5 per
semester, or $9 per academic year, no
capital contribution is required;

'honorary membership is offered to
senior citizens 60 years or older and to
persons with disabilities; all fees ate
waived and we grant you honorary
workstatus.

Member benefits you receive :
05% discount on all goods in the store.
*the opportunity to work in exchange

for an additional discount;
*the option to place special and bulk
orders at extra savings;

•a voice in the operations of the coop,
from voting on issues to running for
the SRFC council, our governing body.

It pays t6 become a member!

STORE HOURS:
MONDAY - FRIDAY II AM - 8em

SATURDAY 8AM - 8PM
SUNDAY 12PM - 6PM

618 Kensington Road
472.1385

Established 1973

Well, we finally did it! After opening to
the public we have repriced our shelves
and reprogranimed our cash registers.
Now the public may shop at the `shelf
price and our members receive a discount
at the register. Also, the council, after
considering recommendations made by
the management and the ad hoc
MembershipCommittee, vote4.toinstitute
a new discount structure, wherelas a
member you 'save 5% off all products in
the store . Those who work two hours per
month (working members) receive a 10%
discount , and members who work two
hours per week (core workers) save 15%.

Because of increased competition and
declining memberships in the last decade,
most food coops have chosen to open, to
the public and in many ,eases have also
reduced their, member discounts.
Essentially, the member discount is a
patronage dividend . Food coops have
found it easier to budget and manage the
patronage dividend by giving it at the
registerf n the form of a discount, rather
than distribute it annually. This is in
keeping with, coop 'principles : the
patronage dividend is based on the

PEC Update
Karen Peissmger

Along with the positive changes at the
Coop, there have been changes in the
Product Evaluation Committee (PEC) In
December, Dave Brule departed with
Sherri and Emma to France where Sherri
will pursue her doctorate in French
History. We all wish them well in their
new "neck of the woods"! Dave, the chair
of the PEC for two years, worked with
PEC members Kate Rooney and Karen
Peissinger . Together they implemented
the infamous Two Cents Board and
investigated Coop members' questions,
concerns and suggestions.

Recently at the December 1 meeting,

profitability ofthe coop. If the discounts
given to members are too high, members
could be saving money, but at the expense
of the store's well being. The key is to
maintain a balance between providing
enough of an incentive for people to
become members and volunteer their labor
and keeping sales at a high enough level
that will profit the store and the members.

' In our case, we not only gave large
discounts at the register, but We were
giving the discount to a select portion of
ourmembership—working membersand
core workers. Non-working members not
only never saw a patronage dividend,
they were being surcharged 15% at the
register. So in adapting : a ;. new price
structure we wanted to provide incentives
to become a member and to volunteer
time at the coop, but at the same time .
improveour profitability. The new pricing
structure is more fair in that it closes the
huge gap between non working members
and core workers, thus spreading, our
patronage dividend more evenly among
our membership. In repricing the shelves
for the public, many of the products were
marked up as much as 10 percent above

New Pricing, next page

Dave handed over the PEC chair to Karen
P. along with PEC archives dating back to
the late 1980's (they say 80's nostalgia will
become hipin 1994!) . NowKateandKaren
are looking for a few enthusiastic people
to be part of the PEC and contribute to
ongoing projects such as the Coop Product
Survey and product investigation/
searches. The PEC meets monthly, usually
in the evening and in the outer University
area (carpooling may be able to be
arranged). If this sounds like a committee
with which you would like to be involved,
please call Karen Peissinger at 475-2202
after January 23.

Next Council Meeting

Tuesday, Feb 1, 7 - 9pm
at 104 Janet Ave
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New Pricing,continued	

the old shelf price which was the working
member price: Since working members
now receive a ten percent discount at the
register, they will notice little change in
their grocery bill, except a small savings
sincemanyproducts could not be marked
up the full 10% and still be competitively
priced . Core workers, whd have been
receiving a 12% discount off the working
member price in return for working two
hours a week, will be saving less, since
their discount at theregister is now 15%,
they now save 5% more than a monthly
worker.Non-workingmemberswill notice
big savings, as they now receive a:5%
discount from the shelf price (public price),
which means only paying 5% more than a
working member, rather than 15% ..

It still pays to work at the coop! Not
only do you get to participate in the daily
operation of the store and to work with
friendly people, but you save 10% off the
shelf price. And spread out over a year,
this can mean a substantial savings! We
feel that this new price structure will be
easier for everyone to use and to
understand. And we; the staff and council,
welcome your questions and feedback
regarding the new pricingstructure . One
last note: To receive a discount we ask
members to present their membership card
at the register! Thank you foryourpatience
through all of these changes . *

General-Membership Meeting

Saslay,'.February 13, 6 :00pm - 3:00 fn
Eaalid Cennasity Oyer Howe
Comer of Wsteott sod Euclid

Dimmer prwiled at 3:00th, &atioa revisited
(akeat $3-S to cover mists).

Monhenl Here's s groat ohms to have s say
is seep'. happoaiags sad ears work credit . All
attesdiss-menhere willgattents es issues ••d
mein *so smith work or.lit.

All are Malseaes te anima

Allison presidia!

Plea.. cell'atare 472-1385 ifyea have item . for
the spuds.

If istsrested is reeeiviss 4,ubls work groat
fir property a disk please .1gs H at the stag
or cell .

Karen Peissinger '

1cup whole wheat bread flour
1 cup corn meal

t salt
4 t baking soda

Pour into non-stickbread pans or muf fin tins . Bake at 425° for 20-25 minutes. Let cool,
10-15 minutes before cutting.

This recipe Iends itself well to your creativity : For instance, you may want to add'
cinnamon, nutmeg, grbund cloves, raisinns, chopped nuts, sunflower seeds, chopped
dried fruits, or anything else! For dinner you may want to try chopped hot peppers or
shredded carrots . Have fun!

Smart kids make smart choices
Amer Kah1i	

Attention all coop ki ds I You can be a'ytrashbuster" by making smart decisions and
a few easy changes in your everyday life . Here are some fun examples..

Track your "daily garbage output" . Write down everything you discard, from the
minute you getup until you go to sleep . Or, carry your trash in a large bag fora day.
Then decide how you can reduce it by using the three R's—reduce, reuse and recycle.

Now, let's pack your lunch. Get out your reusable bag or lunchbox.
Put in:

• your napkin (how about a bandanna or a cloth napkin you can reuse rather
than a paper napkin ?);

▪ pack you sandwich in a plastic box with a tight fitting lid (if you must, use
wax paper because it biodegrades in the landfill);

• how about something to drink? bring your beverage in a reusable bottle or
thermos (juice boxes waste natural resources and last for decades);

• last, add your dessert; if you like pudding or applesauce, bring it in a
reusable cup (convenience portions are expensive and use lots of natural
resources).

Add all these tips together, and you have a nutritious lunch that's friendly to our
environment!

Here's a radical idea: Start an Ecology
Club at school or with Scouts. Try one of
these projects.
1. Organize a playground cleanup.
2. Plant a tree on school grounds.
3. Start a letter writing campaign.
4. Organize a garage sale at school to

sell old toys and clothes.
5. Plan a recycling paper drive at

school.
6. Ask the school cafeteria to be more

environmentally aware.
7. Think up goals of your own to help

old Mother Earth!
Thanks to : Cornell Cooperative

Extension of Albany County and New
York State Department of Environmental
Conservation.

SYRACUSE` REAL F .00 D COO. .PERATIVE

Whale Wheat Corti Bread (Vegan!)

Sift *ether thes& ingredients :

	

Mix`inko the above:
1 cup soymilk (unflavored)
4 cup applesauce
4 T honey
1 egg equivalent of egg-replacer

The. Neu Leaf
Editor.

Steve Schur
471-1769

Please submit materials for publication no
later than the 10th ofthe month . Articles

receive one month of work credit.

COOP COUNCIL

Lauri Francis	 478-5671 (h) 471-1718 (w)
Stephanie Cross . . . . 446-9276 as 453-0261(w)
Roy VanDusen . . . . : 4715538 (h) 472-3171 (w)
Larry Rutledge	 4714780 (hiw)
Karen Peissinger	 434-8667 (h)
Terry Tronstein	 472-3823 (h) 423.7012 (w)
Walley Francis	 4439260 (w) 478-5671(h)
Ed Daly ,	 424-0610 (h) 435-4540, 4179 (w)
Lisa Mark	 437-2337 (h) 451-6750 (w)
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Syracuse Joins'U S-CUBA FRIENDSHIPMENT I
Douglas lgelsrud, include short presentations by people` who

have recently returned from Cuba, and con-
clude with lots of Cuban and Caribbean dance
music provided by D.J. Paul Weichselbaum.

T he third Pastors for Peace caravan of Pastors for Peace is an action/education
humanitarian aid to Cuba will be the project of the Interreligious Foundation for

biggest yet, surpassing the 100 tons sent . in Community Organize-.
July 1993 and including several school,bus- [ion: They have been
ses. Members of the Syracuse community are vigorously and coma-
partially sponsoring one of the busses, along geously challenging
with communities from Ithaca and other areas the U .S. economic
in the Northeast. Local activist Hank Sutalk' embargo by sending
will be joining the Caravan which will stop in humanitarian aid to
Syracuse on February M.

	

churchesithCuba with-
A fund raising dinner/dance will be held out applying for, or

at May Memorial Unitarian Society on Setur- ° accepting, a license
day February 12 at 5:30 p.m. (We are starting front *U.S . Treasury
early sa people need to go to the Joan Baez Department . By pub-
concert at 8 p.m. will be able to join us for holy defying the eco-
dinner.) Ron Schuffler is coming to Syracuse mimic embargo and the
especially to cater thedintur.Theevening will travel ban, against

Cuba,- Pastors for Peace is forcing' the U .'S
government to-either change its policies or
publicly defend positions the general' public
will not support.

Because there is'limited space available
on the Caravan, we have emphasized smaller

items. We are asking
people to bring dona-
tions of NEW school
supplies ' and NEW
sealed packages ofpver=
the-counter medicines
(aspirin, vitamins etc)
to the dinner on Pebru-
ary12. Fdr a more de-
tailed list of material aid
and collection places,
check the enclosed flyer
(forPM. subscribers) or
call Doug Igelsrud at
(315) 471- 5749forntiore
information .

	

`

CACC Meeting Notes

Having a potluck and simultaneous coa -
lition meeting seems to be working out effec -
tively . While enjoying Paul 's great potatoes,
and Shirley's delicious bean soup (along with
many other dishes just as terrific), a group of
about 20 people conducted an efficient infor-
mation sharing and planning meeting that be-
ganpromptly at sixandconcludedat7i30 p,m.
Wehope you will join us for our next meeting.
Discussion minded:

1) Next meeting February 9th - 6 p .m. -
Plymouth Church

2)WFP hotline information on the recent
uprising in Chiapas.

3) Emergency Response Network
committment to six telexes per year. Contact
Ann Tiffany at (315) 478-4571 for more infor-
mation .

4)The group of three Haitian refugees in
Syracuse is looking for a two or three bedroom
apartment. Contact Harvey, Pinion 474-4836
if you can help.

5) WFP has opportunities for people to
observe the upcoming elections` in El Salva-
dor. Nancy Gwin hopes to be going .

6) Information about Pastors for Peace
Friendshipment (see article on this page).
Hank Strunk expects to be part of the Cara-
van.

7)Ann Tiffany and Ed Kinane reported
op their recent trip to Haiti as part of the Cry
for Justice project.

8)Haiti Fast : Hunger for Justice sigti. up
and pledge to fast with us one day, a month
until justice comes to -Haiti. -Contact Ann
Tiffany:

At 7:30 p .m . Witness for Peace and the
La Estancia project held separate, meetings.
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Aunt Vikki's Pet Sitting Service

* Reasonable Rates
1st Rate Care For Your Pets

` .References Available
" For More Information

Call 488.6269 between 8 a.m. and 8 p :m.'

• . 0 80% 0 idean,
• custom sew' : g

(31O	 432..546 0
picker and delireti available

light Yining.
buttons. hems.

COstuiticS. : et C .



Poii~y ofH
Covert Fundraisers
Brian. Dominick _,

"The United States gives terrorists no
rewards. We make no concessions . We
make no deals.. "̀

Ronald Reagan,: June. 1985.

ocris Part TwoY.1ternatty `t6 he Bake Sale
tum-dissidents l and selfless survivors who Noriega since 1972 despite the fact that he wale

insist an 'revealing the Truth. While studying a known drug trafficker all airing isn't muchbf
the activities of super-secret factions like the a mystery. It is now logical that virtually the

„a
utral hi'telligence Agency, undoubtedly the ' same Colombian "kingpins" have remainedin

most' pcxwerful organization in all of history, business the whole time despite apparent mil
one's' stomach is sure to turn. At the very tary efforts to "Wipe them out" (how hard is

N A DEMOCRACY, or a state which mim-
ics a democracy with some degree of suc-

cess, it is imperative that the government has
the consent of the population before it gets
"entangled" in a " long term" war.The Anted
can people, as they have demonstrated many
times since the 1960s, will not stand for a
protracted conflict (hence all the "short" wars
since Vietnam, but this is indeed progress).
The establishment is on the run whether we
realize it or not.

However, by limiting a government's
practices without changing its intentions, we
merely force it to alter its methodology. De-
mocracy flies in the face of the real politic. But
like a flag, it is merely a symbol for the
appeasement of the people, meaningful per-
haps but of no actual significance. The state
will never fail to carry out its wishes . Never.

Hence a new scenario: covert war which
is equally as destructive as overt war . It is, in
all actuality, worse than overt war in that it
cannot be stopped through democratic means.
We cannot oppose that of which we are not
aware (except ideologically — but ideology
and the real politic are entirely unrelated).

American covert operations performed
on behalf of "national security" have been
bravely documented by former perpetrators-

mi iniurn, ten million deaths since 1947 are
attributable to this mon-
ster. The CIA is virtually :
untouchable, according to
law,, it= sparks wars and it
wages wars - yet it is
rarely Veen- The CIA runs
the Western Hemisphere,
if not the entire World. And
guess whoruns( the CIA::.

The largest obstacle
to covert action is not
moral or legal it is fn-
nanclal . The only logisti-
cal hamper to secret wars
is the acquisition of funds.
However, fund-raising is
made much easier when
no one is looking. Since
spoken policy is tossed out
the window like so Much
campaign rhetoric during
applications of the real
politic, and the public eye
has been blinded, the ball and chain of prin-
ciple are np longer a binding force. The only
factors are what is real, what is feasible and
what is profitable.

Amidst the swarm of anti-drug hysteria executive order, in cooperation with the Pam-
which has swept the nation since the mid-
eighties, cocaine smuggling has become a
most profitable itnport/export business . The
drug war has had one significant effect onthe
drugtrade: the price of cocaine on "the street,"

(similarly to that of other
drugs) has risen to40 times its
originalvalue — tax free, tar-
iff free. Sure, there ' s always a
chance of getting busted. . . un-
less, of course, you happen to status, no Agency plane can be subjected to
have. a permanent GET ovr of inspection by anyone, anywhere . It has,xlso
Jan. FREE card - liability free. been discovered that the CIA intervened in

Drug Enforcement Agency arrests and confts-
Nereoterrorism,”

	

cations.ofcocaine . At least 24 tiniesduring the
CIA Style eighties, the CIA ordered the DEA to drop and
At this point certain things forget charges against international drug traf-
begin to brake sense . The fickers who have since been connected to the
CIA's protection of Manuel CIA itself (surprise, surprise) by researchers.

ina country withno civil rights protections, to
bust a drug low
who lives near 't
massive coca
plantation and
whose name is in :.
famous among the
locals?) . Those
same drug lords.
purchase protec•
lionfromthe very,
puppet regimes.
whose strings the
CIA manipulates:

Allof this sets the
stage for a scandal
so panoramic that
in comparison
even Iran-contra,'
a related event, is.
belittled.$nter the
Reagan/Bush ad-
ministrations,
Manuel Noriega,

the Medellin Cartel (among others), thecontras

and, you guessed it, the CIA . The details
remain unclear but the evidence is overwheh n9
ing : during the 1980s, the CIA, probably tinder

manian government,participated in drug smug-
gling in order to ` fmance the war against the .,
Sandanistas in Nicaragua.

Senator John Kerry, after heading acan-
mission which was thoroughly investigating
covert activitiessouth of the border; declared
in 1988 that the CIA itself had physically
smuggled unknown quantities of cocaine into
the US aboard its own aircraft amine 50-100
occasions. As part of the CIA's untouchable



Coyer-ups, Payoffs, Ripstifsand

	

convicted wasrestricteIon
Double-crdesee grounds of "national seecu-
Thv.;iwhole scenario of "arms for longs" is > rity, " Hete is a perfect ex-
lac4with shady characters and many schemes ample of a situation in
describing how the shipments and trades' writ= which the entire popula'-

tion is aware of an execu-
tive branch injustice and is
yet completely helpless.
Not only can the perpetrators never be-held
accuntable°for,their actions or "inactions,"
but there is no way to prevent future inci-
dences of underground atrocities.

Prosecutor Walsh once said that Bush
had "manifested an absolute disdain for the
rule of law." It is not so much his disdain-for
law with which I take issue — in Bush's ease,
it is the violent form such disdain took. As a
result of Iran-contra and the drug smuggling
scheme, thousands of Nicaraguans and per -

haps others are dead.
Proliferation of drugs on
the American market is
much greater, bur=if you
are caught using what
the government has pro-
vided you are likely be

thrown th a dungeon, especially if you are a
person of color and thus a favorite target of the
establishment.

The scenario is sticky, tangled and often
confusing . Certain details do not add up, and
like in the Iran-Contra debacle, convictions in
the "Drug War Scam" would be nearly impos-
sible. Certainly, though, CIA involvement in
drug smuggling deserves further mvestiga-
Lion. Senator Kerry's courageous attempt to
confront the CIA (I give credit where credit is
due) was ignored . Its relevance to the Antler-
standing of the real politic versus rhetoric is
monumental, but our children may not read
about it in their history books. Oliver Stone's
next movie, Noriega, promises to reveal the
"whole story" from the viewpoint of the Drug
War Scam's most infamous villain/victim.
Still, we will be helpless to act even after the
truth has been told. It is up to us to maintain a
vigilant criticism of government policy as
practiced and not just as spoken.

It is useless to start naming names and
pointing fingers. That those who "manifest"
corruption in the hierarchy can be weeded out,
and that the system can be repaired, , is
illusion maintained by democratic goy
scents . In reality, the system infects itself by

ally took place havebeen alleged. Perhaps the
most blunt summary of the whole deal is the
stateenent,chugs/arms smuggler Gary Betzner
game of his trips to and from CIA agent
"Farmer" John Hull 's Costa Rican ranch, on
thehNicaraguan border. Before a US Senate
Subcommittee in 1987 he said, "it was `gu
down, cocaine back ."

4- A millionare named George Morali
claims that, after being indicted in . :141! on
cocaine charges, he, was approached
operative Octavio Cesar who offered to
cane or Morales' drug charges in return for
$250,000 every three
months. According to
Morales' Congres-
sionaltestimony, this
offer had come
through Octavio from
then-Vice President
Bush himself and the
funds were diverted to the contras.

The Medellin Cartel andManuel Noriega
were neck deep in these fund-raisers at one
point, but as recent witch hunts exemplify, the
rules, are always changing.

As 'I write this, the newspapers are report-
ing that the final probe into the Iran-contra
scandal is being released. Conducted by inde-
pendent prosecutor Lawrence Walsh, the in-
vestigation claims to have uncovered much. It
seems that although they broke no laws, then-
President Reagan and Vice President Bush
were fully aware of all goings on and subse-
quent coverups. In other words, they violated
laws, or at ° least ; their own professed prin-

ciples, by not preventing other violations. Of
course; we all know that their participation
was more than as "accomplices," but in the
end, the confrontation between reality and
justice is a stalemate.

The released version of Walsh's findings
(narrowed from 2000 pages to 566 pages and
probably from R to PG-13 by congressional
censers) is reportedly a biting document de-
spite noncooperation from much of Congress
and all; of the executive branch. Those who
would have been indicted have already been.
pardoned That evidence which might have

The CIA. runs the

11 :Hemisphere,

N not the entire old.

John Poindexter

relegitiniizing its own ideals while subjecting
them to application by greedy individuals.

If we begin pointing fingers, we will at
some stage wind up indicating ourselves, for
we are the ultimate perpetrators of injustice.
By participating in, ignoring, and/or failing to
abolish a corrupt system, we have legitimized
and perpetuated it . We can start by naming
Reagan and Bush, then the monsters which
backed their campaigns, then the voters who
chose them. . . but we cannot stop there. We
must then indict all participants in the system
which facilitated their rise to power. In the
end, we are all guilty of arms for hostages,
dollars for drugs, and every other violent act
around us. We can call for Bush's head on a
platter,'but until society changes, the system
will not; and until the system changes, men
(and possibly women) like Bill Clinton will
replace men like George Bush, none of them
less evil than their predecessors and all of
whom practice with regularity a policy of
hypocrisy;

Brian Is a pollticatwdter (si1M pissed of*
and the editor of Behind Enemy Lines
Quarterly . For a free ample copy, send a
stamp to 4383 Bete flower Circle; S racuse,
NY 13215.
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• Efficient
• Experienced
• Professional

Glean £threes

& Downspouts

Cleaning • Repairs
Preventive Maintenance

445-9232

Many thanks to
Clean Gutters & Downspouts

for cleaning, .maintaining
and repairing SPC's gutters
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wo Demonstrations Against Injustice
tivists Continue to Draw Attention to Syracuse Prisons

OGETHER WE ARE members of PAX
Christi, Jail Ministry, the family of Jo-

Flores (who recently in the PSB jail was
d medicine and who died as a result), the
;use Peace Council, and citizens con-
xi about justice, crime, and incarceration.
We question the purpose and need for
jails, both old and new . Regarding the

" the PSB jail, we entreat every citizen to
is in these urgent inquiries : Has the PSB
helped solve the crime problem?

All of us raise our voices to answer this
ion: NO! First of all, the very laws that
jails represent state that each inmate has
l protection and presumption of inno-

until guilt is proven . Too often the
se is true: in the cell the inmate is treated
Lilty with or without trial.
Has this place helped to make the streets

of Syracuse safe?
Again we say, NO!
There is no connec-
tion between jailing
more people in order
to lessen crime. We
believe jails like
these, old and new,
actually promote
crime! Jails like these
frustrate and harden
people and then re-
lease them . As a re-
sult, the streets are
more violent and un-
safe than before.

Has this place served to protect the rights
of innocent people? Once more, we say NO!
Jails like these deny the legal and human
rights of inmates by punishing them, by tortur-
ing them, and by shackling them . Nothing
leads us to believe that the new so-called
"justice" building will, for all its cosmetic
additions, be any different . ,

Although the rich and powerful commit
crimes, they are seldom jailed. In-
stead, present and future jails cells
are filled with persons of low in-
come, African Americans, jobless
workers, Latinos, homeless parents
and adults . Persons of minimal
wealth and mainstream influence
are most likely to be jailed, though
most have not been tried.

Instead of the millions
wasted on building jails, old and
new, we advocate that tax payers'
dollars should be spent to eliminate
the root causes of crime! That means
low income housing, job training,
improved schools, drug and alcohol
rehab programs. Such support would
provide and restore hope to people,
strengthen families, weaken the
frustration and dampen the discour-
agement that leads to violations of
the law and to the inevitable mock-
ers of justice that these jails stand
for.

The date of December 28
was as appropriate day to protest in
order to connect a 2,000 year old
injustice to similar crimes today.
As scripture relates, King Herrod

was angry and fearful that the newborn Christ
would threaten his rule . So acting to protect his
power, he ordered all infants two years old and
younger to be slain . Herrod's primitive act of
physical slaughter is a counterpart in today's
acts of moral and spiritual dismemberment.
People behind bars in these jails are griev-
ously injured in visible and hidden ways . We
who have supported and defended them offer
witness to that.

As time passes all citizens will be re-
quired to share in the very concerns that we are
raising . Certainly we welcome the ideas, the
presence, the input of each member of this
community.

Stand with us for a few minutes or longer.

The above statement was distributed dur-
ing a vigil at the Public Safety Building (PSB).
At midnight on December 28, 1993 a coalition
of activists rebuilt the wooden prison cell
originally occupied by Kathleen Rumpf last
year (See PNL, August 92) . Kathleen had built
her cell in front of the PSB to call attention to
the abuse within the building's walls . After
living in her cell for nine days on bread and
water, Kathleen began a campaign which has
brought national attention to the conditions of
the PSB; and in particular, to the use of steel
shackles by the guards as "restraint ."

Kathleen's cell was rebuilt this past De-
cember as a symbol of the continued struggle
against the violence of the prison . The cage
was set up at the PSB next to the construction
of the new "Justice Center" [sic] . When com-
pleted, the Justice Center will be a new prison
representing part of the City of Syracuse's
plan for revitalizing downtown.leen Rumpf outside the PSB on Martin Luther King, Jr . Day
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ssie Davis Trial On and Moved Again!
cy Rhodes

N JANUARY 12, 1994, Albany of-
fered Louise Thornton $350,000 to
iut-of-court her lawsuit against the city
my and five Albany police officers for
th of her brother, Jessie Davis, nine and
years ago . On January 19, Louise had
)mey, Lou Oliver, turn them down.
you've followed this story in our pages,
ow the trial was moved to Syracuse last
;r and has been delayed several times,
ecently in November so the new City
stration of Albany could consider the
of its own attorneys to settle out-of-
since they were almost sure to lose in

Federal Judge Neal
n warned both parties he
not grant another delay
ruary 3 . But he has now
he trial date to June 20,
Loved the trial location
this time to Utica.
you've followed this case
so know getting it into
it all has been a saga of
ence, including discovery
:ar of suppressed police

zroughout the night and into the follow -
'Thing people took shifts vigiling within
El, despite the bitter cold. The police
g in and out of the PSB did not choose
tss the protest, leaving the vigil as a
testimony to the connections of vio-
between the existing structure of the
Id the new jail.
:tree weeks later, the coalition returned
PSB and the Justice Center to corn-
-ate Martin Luther King, Jr . day with

ne group joined together to highlight the
which operates within the prison sys-
ioth social and economic racism work
er to keep disproportionate numbers of
nd people of color behind bars.
s long as misplaced priorities continue
d and use prisons we will continue to
ip to these institutions of violence . The
system is merely a concrete symptom
ed and racism within our greater soci-
iin us and stand together in protest to
d change .

Ib

photos contradicting the police version of Jessie
Davis'death. Support of local activists al-
lowed the Davis family to plan to go forward
with a six to eight week trial in the middle of
winter in a strange city a hundred and fifty
miles from home. Scrapping together funds to
pay for expert witnesses has been on-going.

$350,000 is an unusually large offer to
make . Firstof all, Jessie Davis wasn't working
at the time of his death, so no loss of income
over his lifetime could be projected . Second,
he had no children to deprive of his support or
estate . There's no gaurantee a jury would
match the city's offer.

But Louise Thorton say of her decision to
go to trial, "I'm already poor so I won't miss
it . You can't buy truth and justice."

Contacted in Albany, Alice Green of the
Center for Law and Justice, a long-time key

supporter of this case, says, "They
have trivialized this case and
trivialized his life by making it just
a dollars and cents issue. Now
they're attacking me and Louise,
saying we're wasting tax-payers'
money by going to court . But the
tax-payers need to know that un-
less we change the way we deal
with people this will happen . There
hasn't been any acknowledgement
that his death was wrong, or that

Louise Thorton needs to be appoached as a
human being ."

Large out-of-court settlements prevent
public aring of such incidents typically and
have little systemic effect on local police prac-
tices or how citizens and the police interact.
The city of Los Angeleshas routinely paid out-
of-court settlements totalling in the millions
annually ; this did not prevent the notorious
Rodney King beating, nor did it prevent the
denial and closing off of the ranks from Chief
Daryl Gates on down.

The Jessie Davis case has now dragged
on, with bitterness and without resolution, for
nearly a decade in a city without a Citizen
Review Board, costing Albany more than is
measured by $350,000. Alice Green says
there is renewed interest in citizen review of
police misconduct in Albany these days.

In the meantime, Louise Thorton and
Lew Oliver will need the same things in Utica
they needed here : a place to stay during the
trial in June, some office space, some help in
getting the word out about Jessie Davis' death
and their case. If you know some folks in
Utica who can help, let us know at 474-6603.

Nancy Rhodes is a Syracuse activist
working w ith the Task Force on Community
& Police Relations and was instrumental in
the creation of our Citizen Review Board to
monitor police misconduct .
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Carol Hayes-Collier and Michael DeSalvo vigil inside the wooden "prison cell"
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Deborah J. Welsh, Ed.D, AT
!Registered Dance,/9vlimement %raupist

Creative Arta Therapy
Jungian Orientation

BodyWoekDreams-Imagery

Psychological and emotional probems, including
addictions, eating disorders, sacral abuse deem.

404 Oak St Suite. 205,. Syracuse, NY 13203 (315) 4797718

ARE YOU WATCHING YOUR
FINANCES WISELY?

c

For information and consulting on financial
issues such as: insurance (disability & life);
mutual furls (including socially conscious
investments), end Tax Sheltered Accounts
L403bs, IBM, 401 K's, SEPs, .and Keoghs)

call:
637-5153

SUSAW S. gA.IiSfl
Register Representative'

Securities offered through:
Legend Capital Corporation ,

907 Butternut St ., Syracuse, NY 13208
	 422-5868

546 Westcott Street Syracuse, NY 13210
(315) 475-5925

BOOKS
Bought • Sold • Traded

Literature • Science Fiction
Mystery • Non-Fiction • Children's

And More!

JOHN O'SHEA

OUR SERVICES INCLUDE:
*LOANS & MORTGAGES
•HOME EQUITY LOANS
*SHARE SAVINGS & CHECKING
*ACCOUNTS & . CERTIFICATES
*COOPERATIVE DEVELOPMENT

*TRAVELERS CHECKS & MORE

iti'Atn.\
A Socially Responsible Financial Services Cooperative

818 Kensington Road * Syracuse * 13210 * Accounts : 471-1116 * Loans: 476-5290

Since 1982
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For cows, the effects of this over produc-
often result in severe afflictions such as
iris (udder infections), reprodoOtpre corn-
lions, digestive complications, `foot and
lisorders, .rsi$tent sores and'nttxeased
s. All of these ailments forte`the' cow's

une systemto work overtime. Thus oak-
tecow weaker and increasing the onset of
r diseases by creating additional needs for
s antibiotics, a need multi-national drug
orations would love to satisfy;
Studies by the FDA and Monsanto show
from cows tainted with rBGH contains
saturated fat than`milk produced by

s free from rBGH. These reports also
anent the appearance of significant
mitts of pus found in the milk from artifi-
y charged cows ; as well. Yet if fat snd pus
youconcerned about what is in yourmilk
I'm sure you'll be happy to hear that

ies also estimate there are more than 80
rent drugs in use in the Dairy industry and
ral of these have been found in human
a3.

As if the intensive farming of livestock
tals wasn't bad enough, multi-national
naceutical corporations and the FDA are
it to make it worse. Like all the other
ups to manipulate mother nature in the
the billions of dollars invested in rBGH

up to tainted milk and sick animals . Re-
mbar, the dairy cows confined to pens

Ong girdles to support their artifically en-
Md udders can not say "no." We on the

hand, can. Educate, Agitate, Organize!

tsfio Is pissed off lice Brian, Is Mecunbnt
of Syracuse University For *Wild

an htem for the Syracuse peace
acl, and editor ofHAMMERMILL

Om. To obtain a copy send $ .75 to
RMILL C/O the SPC. 1{

EXramer Scepter bass bead.
pent condition, Ampeg 100 watt
.head . $400 . Call 423-0120.

"earthing for people interested
'Vesting and living in an . urban
ng .cooperative . Help change
nt economic structures and be
Of this social frontier,

lover? Free to a good home,
ctionate, lovable, 3 year-
spayed females (partner aller-

Descendent Conquest
cont' d from page b
multinational corporate owned farms . Lead-
ers of F7J N called NAFTA "a death sentence
for the indigenous people."

Since the collapse of the international
coffee agreement, Chiapas farmers have de-
pended on domestic corn sales for their subsis-
tence . With NAFTA, American grown corn
will be shipped into Mexico at half the rate
Chiapas farmers are presently receiving for
their corn. It is estimated that over a million
farmers will have to rmgrate 'to urban centers
for wage labor.

The situation for factory workers in
Mexico is no better . Within days after the US
Congress approved NAFTA, GE fired 11
workers from its Juarez motor plant and
Honeywell fired 20 women union activists.
During the Mexican uprising the United States
was already working to incorporate the coun-
try of Chile into the free trade agreement . We
can not stand aside while the trans-national
corporate plutocracy expands throughout the
Americas . Trade cannot be free. until labor is
free.

Anti-militarist organizations in the U.S.
have already started the call for non US inter-
vention. We need to be clear that the US has
already intervened militarily by heavily arm-
ing the Mexican. military over the last 60 plus
years. If the uprising does continue the U.S.
can be counted on to send troops to supple-
ment the relatively small Mexican 'army
(100,000 troops) . All the hot buttons are there
and ready to be pressed. They've already
started.talking about US citizens safety in the
region and Chiapas is an oil rich state.

E.hlapa's Oppressive History
The indigenous Chiapans are descendants

from the Mayan and Aztec people who's op-
preSsion commenced when Hernando Cortex
brdught the Spanish conquest into what is now
Mexico. In 1823, the state of Chiapas was
annexed to Imperial Mexico . Under Mexican
rule, the situation improved little until the
revolution of 1910. Zapata brought land re-

chic to ,dogs) . If interested in one
or both call Lynn at 685-1318.

Job opening for fulfillment
supervisor with Syracuse Cultural
Workers, a national, nonprofit
organization that publishes and
distributes social issue resources
including the "Peace Calendar.
$6 .73/hr $14,000/year, 40 hour

form to the peasants and the Mexican consti-
tution. After Zapata was killed in 1919 the
people were left with land but no funding to
enable them to use the land . The peasants were
forced to lease their land to the corporations
and work the land for less than subsistence.

For over 60 years the Institutional Revo -
lutionary Party (PRI) has ruled Mexico virtu-
ally unchallenged. On July 6, 1988, the coor-
dinator of the Party of the Democratic Revolu-
tion (PRD), Cuauhtemoc Cardenas Soldrzano,
won Mexican popular vote for president.'He
was denied office through massive fraud, and
his rightful place was taken by Salinas de
Gortari of PRI. Since 1988 over 250 support-
era of PRD, including 14 of the 1993 candi -
dates, have been assassinated.

Chiapas is known to the world for the lush
jungle ruins left by the Maya, the baroque
colonial churches left by the Spaniards and the
deep inequities that have prevailed since the
two cultures met. Chiapas ranks last among
Mexican states in households with electricity
(66.9 percent), last in the number of children
under 14 who attend school (71 .3 percent) and
last in the number of people over 14 who can
read (69.6 percent). It is fourth from the bot-
tom in the percentage of households with
access to sewers (41 .2 percent) or running
water (58 .4 percent).

CONCLUSION
American jingoism is sure to blur the

indigenous revolution with its outcome. Revo-
lution is a process. The Chiapas uprising may
only bring about political reforms . Social pres-
sure needs to be raised to ensure an outcome
that reduces oppression and gains reforms that
will help the revolutionary struggle to con-
tinue.

As activists we need to continue the pro-
paganda to bring about greater social con-
sciousness. To succeed we need to understand
the history of revolutionary attempts . The con-
temporary attempt by the FZTN is one we
should not let go unnoticed.

Aspen Is one of the SPC Librarians.
Frederic works with SPC-TV and Syracuse
Community Radio

week, partially paid health care,
paid vacations, 8 holidays, flex-
ible, relaxed, creative, coopera-
tive work environment . Organized,
computer literate, phone friendly,.
problem solver . Car and driver's
licence required . Send resume to
Dik Cool, SCR, Box 6367, Syracuse,
NY 13217.
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906 Park Avenue
(315) 47943265 Syracuse, MV .13204

Dr.HowardS.`Walsdorf
CHIROPRACTOR

.,r.:
Neck & Shoulder Rte
Lower .Back 1njuiies
stress Related Pain

Chronic Ailments

465 %Yestcott Street
Syrseusr~ 'New York 13210

Dey & Ev ningHours
For: Appointment. Calk

r315i 422-2027

Guidance in Nutrition &
Natural Ranedies

WALK THE TALK

NIMO RATES ARE ALWAYS INCREASING
AIR POLLUTION IS GETTING WORSE

WHAT CAN YOU DO?
INSTALL THE COPPER CRICKET
IT IS A SOLAR'WATER HEATER THAT

WORKS WITH YOUR .EXISTING WATER HEATER

Erwin Reiner
Residential
Contracting

478-2998
Restoration

CALL CLASSIC CARPENTRY 471-0324
i

Rehabilitation

passive solar
personal service

references .

The benefits are all yours from . the expertise of myself, my
son and two other producers, representing national and
regional carriers of home, auto, life, disability, health and
business insurance. Consult us for a second opinion.

Service and rates worth'
tracking down=

SKEELE AGENCY, INC.
Cazenovia/ DeRuyter Lake

Both phones Syracuse System toll
free:

655-28781662-7080
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Moan People's SoofM M Party, APSP-African People's Socialist Party, NPDUM National People's Democratic Uhuru Movement, CORE-0onpnss of Racial - .,
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PeAlt CO
924 Burnet Ave.

Syracuse, NY 13203
(315) 472-5478
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Educate, Agitate, Organize

STRONGHOLD OF AN UNJUST SOCIETY
Martin Luther King, Jr. Day demonstration in front of the new prison in downtown Syracuse . January 17, 1994 .I i
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